This year, High Holy Day Prayer Books have been dedicated by …

Matt Alvo
In memory of SHELLEY KATZ

Sheila Averback & Katherine Keenan
In loving memory of ANNETTE F. MILLER

Adam Berger & Stephen Frank
In loving memory of Steve’s mother Dr. KARNI W. FRANK
whose towering intellect, quiet humility, and boundless love shaped the course
of our lives. Her brilliance, determination, and grace guide us now, and always.
In loving memory of Steve’s grandparents Drs. SIEGFRIED & ANNA SPITZ
In loving memory of STANTON & HELEN FRANK, beloved grandparents
In memory of Dr. MERVIN & CAROL HOROWITZ, beloved grandparents
In memory of HARRY & JEAN BERGER, beloved grandparents
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM, with deepest thanks for your love and support

Ruthie Berman
In memory of my beloved wife CONNIE KURTZ, z”l

Barry Blecher
In memory of DAVID SCHORR

Erika Blumberg
In memory of BRUCE BLUMBERG

Laural Boone
In honor of CBST’s support of OWEN BOONE’s bar mitzvah

Dorothy Bowser & Elizabeth Unruh
In memory of all whose lives were taken by COVID-19

Holly & Randall Clarke
In loving memory of our sister RAVEN LIDMAN

Perry Cline
In memory of EDWARD & SHIFRA CLINE
In memory of CHARLES & ALICE CLINE
In memory of TED & GLORIA GOLD
In memory of ELISE & MOE ROSENBLATT
In memory of HEATHER ROSBERG

Elizabeth Cooper
In memory of my mother WILMA COOPER
for her endless love, creativity, strength and wisdom.

(2) In honor of my father, MARVIN COOPER,
proud atheist and Jew, for his love, strength and wisdom
In honor of NANCY WACKSTEIN, dearest friend
In honor of NOEMI MASLIAH, BARBARA COHEN, SUZANNE GOLDBERG,
LOU KELLEY & DEBORAH BRIGHT, my Ptown family and so much more.

Eric Cott
In memory of ROBERT WHITAKER

Andrew Dershaw
In memory of his mother, IVY ROSENBERG
May your Jewish values continue to spread through me and the world.

Mickey Dickenson & Randi A. Sarokoff
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM & RANDI WEINHARTEN
In honor of our CBST PSALMS CLASSMATES

Sherri Felt Dratfield & Simon B. Dratfield
In memory of Simon's beloved parents HERBERT & SYRIL DRATFIELD on their 2nd yortzeits
In memory of Sherri's beloved uncle HERBERT BRENER who passed away last year at age 102
In memory of ROBERTA (BOBBI) GORDON, Sherri's cousin who passed away this past year
In memory of our dear friends BRUCE CARO & ANTHONY HAMER,
beloved partners in life and death
In memory of our beloved friend ROBERT T. KREBS
In memory of our beloved friend ALAN BLUM, who departed this life too soon, on July 8th, 2014

Noreen Dean Dresser
In memory of RUTH WEISS
In memory of LEONI SALOMON
In memory of LORRAINE FRANCIS DRESSER

Jake Einhorn
In memory of RICHARD EIHNORN

Jack Eldon & Andrew Boyton
In loving memory of SANDRA ROBERTA SWENOR

Max Ember
In memory of NORMAN EMBER
In memory of SHEILA EMBER
In memory of SUSAN EMBER

Dan Ettinger
In loving memory of father, MATTHEW ETTINGER
and beloved grandparents, ADOLPH & MINNIE LEPZELTER

Allyson Fairbanks
In memory of my dear mother IRENE FAIRBANKS
Sabrina Farber, Ellen Shapiro, and Benjamin Shapiro Farber
In honor of BENJAMIN FARBER for his High School graduation!
In honor of YOLANDA POTASINSKI
In honor of SHARI & DEBBI
In honor of HAROLD LEVINE

Ronald Fischer
GLADYS & JEROME FISCHER, parents
ETHEL & HARRY FISCHER, grandparents
LENA & SAMUEL DOLITSKY, grandparents

Pearl Fisk
STEPHEN ben SCHLOMO HaKohane Holocaust Survivor
RUCHEL TZVIA bat YANKEL HaKohane Holocaust Survivor

Erica Forman & Liz Abzug
In memory of MAY SOLL
In memory of JULES PERLMUTTER
In memory of NATALIE & MANUEL FORMAN

Jaclyn Fox
In loving memory of her Nana, FRAN RINGLESTEIN

The Frank Family
High Holy Days 5781

Eric Ganz & Neil Jacobs
In memory of DAVID GANZ, loving father of Eric
In memory of SUSAN GANZ, loving sister-in-law of Eric
In memory of OLGA LEVIN, loving grandmother of Eric

Stephen T. Gass & Howard M. Sacarob
In loving memory of BETTY A. CAPLAN, Howard’s mother
In loving memory of MERWIN SACAROB, Howard’s father
In loving memory of IRVING J. CAPLAN, Howard’s stepfather
In loving memory of AILEEN CAPLAN KESSLER, Howard’s stepsister
In loving memory of SAUL I. GASS, Stephen’s father
In loving memory of MICHAEL G. GASS, Stephen’s brother

Suzanne Goldberg, Lou Kelley and Adam & Julia Ettelbrick
(10) In Memory of PAULA ETTELBRICK, beloved Ma, family and community Leader

Heather Golden
In loving memory of MURIEL GOLDEN

Nina Hanan & Zeev Dagan
In memory of our parents
Elyse Hassenbein
In loving memory of KAREN LEITMAN & MORRIS HASSENBEIN

Neal Hoffman & Andrew Ingall
In memory of MARTIN HOFFMAN, beloved father
In honor of our daughter SHIRLEY HOFFMAN-INGALL

Susan A. Ingeman & Arlene Siegelman
(2) In loving memory of Susan's beloved father MITCHELL INGERMAN
(2) In loving memory of Susan's beloved mother DINAH K. INGERMAN
(2) In loving memory of Susan's beloved sister PAULA INGERMAN ZELLER
(2) In honor of the LOVE WE HAVE FOR EACH OTHER
(2) In loving memory of our beloved friend ANNETTE MILLER,
    who had the greatest love for life.
(2) In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM
(2) In honor of RABBI YAEL RAPPORT
(2) In honor of JOYCE ROSENZWEIG
(2) In honor of SAM ROSEN

Joanne Jacobson & Ellen Wertheim
In memory of FLORENCE JACOBSON, beloved mother of Joanne and mother-in-Law of Ellen
In loving memory of BURTON JACOBSON, father of Joanne
In memory of Ellen's beloved grandmother, JEANNE WERTHEIM
In memory of Ellen's beloved grandfather, ALEX WERTHEIM
In memory of Ellen's beloved father, NEIL WERTHEIM
In loving memory of Ellen's mother, GILDA WALTHER

Joyce Jacobson
In memory of HAROLD JACOBSON

Jan Jaffe
In memory of CONNIE BUCHANAN

Steven Jaffe
In memory of SIDNEY JAFFE, z”l

Mimi Jefferson & Kalav Mistry
In memory of NAT & JEAN JEFFERSON - the world is a better place because they lived in it!
These two met the world with open hands and open hearts. They loved deeply and well!
We miss you.

The Kahn Family
In memory of LOUIS A. KAHN

Nina Kandel
High Holy Days 5781

Howard Kaplowitz
In memory of NATHAN KAPLOWITZ
In memory of SYLVIA KAPLOWITZ
In memory of LEONARD KAPLOWITZ
Barry Karpel & Alan Levy
In memory of RENEE ROSE LEVY
In memory of SAMUEL KARPEL

Charles Katzenstein
(2) In memory of my parents RUTH & KEON KATZENSTEIN

Jean Kirk
In Honor of GAIL WINTER

Jean Kirk & Gail Winter
In honor of YOLANDA POTASINSKI

Isabelle Kirshner
In honor of my friend NOEMI MASLIAH
and her extraordinary and courageous efforts on behalf of immigrants

Danielle Korn & Linda Vogel
In honor of BRIANNA SASSON
In honor of JAKE BEAUCHEMIN
In honor of SAMI GOTIMER
In honor of AVERY GOTIMER
In honor of LEONA AUSTIN VOGEL
In honor of ROMY INDIA VOGEL
In honor of ALAIN SASSON
In honor of FREIDL LAMBERT

Sharon Korn
In memory of my loving parents, ALLEN & DORIS KORN

Judith Kurzer & Allan Yashin
(2) In memory of
LEONORE GOTTLIEB KURZER
HERBERT KURZER
CLAIR YASHIN
JACK YASHIN

Amos Laor
In loving memory of ZEHAVA YARIV

Dr. Rosanne Leipzig & Ora L. Chaikin
In loving memory of SHELDON POST
In loving memory of MARGARET (Peggy) TRAUB
In loving memory of MARGOT KARLE
In loving memory of RABBI REUVEN HAMMER
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM and the CBST response to the COVID-19 pandemic

Arthur S. Leonard
In honor of my husband TIM NENNO
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM
In memory of my parents JEAN & HAROLD A. LEONARD

David C. Levine
In loving memory of RUTH LEVINE

Robert Levinson & Chris Feijoo
In memory of JEROME LEVINSON
In memory of BARBARA LEVINSON

Jayson Littman
In memory of HARRIS KAPLANSKY

Harvey S. Lubitz & Fariz Tello
In memory of my MOTHER's FAMILY & FRIENDS
who were so tragically immolated in Krasne (near Minsk), March 19, 1943

Alan Lubliner
In loving memory of RUTH KWIAITEK LUBLINER & LEO W. LUBLINER

Scott & Lindsay Lupi
In memory of BARBARA ADAMS, beloved mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother

Harry Lutrin
In memory of my father SIMON LUTRIN
In memory of my beloved mother NINA REVITZ LUTRIN
In memory of my beloved ROBERT CHARLES RINKER

Steven Manashowitz
In blessed memory of my beloved parents LEON & ESTELLE MANASHOWITZ

Noemi E. Masliah
In memory of my beloved parents BELLA & HENRI MASLIAH
In honor of BARBARA E. COHEN
In honor of YOFI MASLIAH
In honor of the MASLIAH-GOLDSTEIN FAMILY
In honor of ADRIA BENJAMIN
In honor of the NEALON-SHAPIRO FAMILY
In honor of ISABELLE KIRSHNER
In honor of ELIZABETH COOPER
In honor of the KELLY-GOLDBERG FAMILY
In honor of URVASHI VAID and KATE CLINTON
In honor of JAYNE B. SHERMAN
In honor of MARSHA MELNICK and SUSAN E. MEYER
In honor of the CBST RABBIS and STAFF
In honor of MIYA ROTSTEIN
In honor of the 2020-2021 CBST BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In honor of the CBST IMMIGRATION CLINIC
In honor of the PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD seeking safe haven. Borders are not cages.

Sara Mayes
In memory of PHYLLIS GLANZ

Meryl Meisler & Patricia O'Brien
In memory of our dear friend JUDY SOMERVILLE (who loved CBST)
In memory of our beloved mother KATHLEEN O'BRIEN

Marsha Melnick & Susan E. Meyer
(4) In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM & RANDI WEINGARTEN
(4) In honor of RABBI YAEL ROOKS RAPPOR
(2) In honor of RABBI MARISA JAMES

Dr. Michelle Meltzer
In memory of Dr. RICHARD MELTZER. Your example will always be an inspiration.

Arlene Metrick
In memory of SUSAN ROKER. May your memory be for a blessing.

Harriet, Margot & Mark Meyerhoff
In memory of ERIC MEYERHOFF

Gary Mills
In loving memory of my parents RUTH & EDWARD MILLS

Jesse Mintz-Roth
In memory of JACQUELINE MINTZ

Dr. Marilyn Mishaan
In memory of Dr. JILL C. MORRIS, loving friend
In memory of dear parents MARGIE & FRANK HADDAD
In memory of dear grandmother ESTHER LABATON
In memory of dear sitaw MOLLIE HADDAD
In memory of ISAAC LABATON, loving uncle
In memory of VICKI AKEL, loving aunt
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM
To thank RUTH FRIEDKIN
To thank JUDITH HOLLANDER
To thank LAURIE SIEGEL
To thank KAREN NOTHMANN
To thank CIND LEVITZ
To thank dear son SHEMMY MISHAAN

**Rachael Monaco & Jennifer Resnick**
In memory of beloved mother BERNICE HARRIET SAMBERG MONACO
In memory of beloved father NUNZIO MONACO, WWII Veteran, Purple Heart Recipient
In memory of beloved big sister, SHEILA SUE MONACO ARENA
In memory of our beloved bubbie and grandmother ROSALYN SHAPIRO KINDELSON
In memory of our beloved nephew ROBERT HUBERT WEBER

**Lawrence Nelson**
(2) BRENTA HOWARD *(Brana Bat Sirka v Shmuel Hirsh)*, in loving memory -
 by her partner Larry Nelson and nibbling Ellen Brambir

**Emma Orelow**
In memory of STUART ORELOVE

**Dylan Marie Parent**
In memory of EVA MOES KOR

**Akiva Penaloza**
With all my heart, to BILL FAUST in honor of his kind, loving soul. I miss you.

**Lisa Peterson**
In memory of HELENE MOLSTAD

**Carolyn Pittel**
In memory of my father BENJAMIN PITTEL

**Deb Pollack & Family**
In memory of our loving parents & grandparents
 MARYLIN ELLEN FELDMAN STEARN & GILBERT STEARN

**Amy, Robin & Emmett**
With great love, in memory of Amy’s father MARTIN HARRY PRINCE

**Ruth Randall**
In memory of ALYNE MODEL

**Howard Rebenstock**
In memory of JOSEPHINE KLEINBAUM & GABRIEL WEINGARTEN
In memory of NAOMI ELSON & FLORENCE STERN

**Roz Richter**
In memory of my mother ANITA RICHTER who believed in me

**Eric Rosenbaum**
In memory of my mother DOROTHY SALL ROSENBAUM
In memory of my father HAROLD ROSENBAUM
In memory of my aunt MILDRED ROSENBAUM

**Rebecca Rosenbaum**
In memory of STEVEN C. MARSDEN, beloved lover of books and CBST
In honor of JOYCE ROSENZWEIG, Music Director
In honor of RABBI SHARON KLEINBAUM
In honor of Cooperberg-Rittmaster Rabbinical Fellow DEBORAH MEGDAL

**Marc Rubenstein**
In memory of DONALD LORIMER

**The Schechner Family**
In loving memory of our beloved KENNETH S. SCHECHNER

**The Schlanger Clan**
In memory of EVELYN RUTH GRANTZ SCHLANGER -
fierce mind, giving heart, infectious laugh, insatiable curiosity,
boundless love for family. We will always miss having you at the table.

**Paul Sekhri**
(4) In honor of Mrs. BETTY SEKHRI

**Jeffrey Sharlach**
(2) In loving memory of LESTER SHARLACH 1929-2020, by his son
(2) In loving memory of KENNETH F. WILLIAMS 1960-1994, by his partner

**Stephen Shaw**
(2) In memory of CHARLES GOLDBERG

**Jayne B. Sherman**
In memory of our beloved GEORGI & MONA
In honor of NOEMI MASLIAH
In memory of NOEL ROSENBOWER
In memory of DIANE SHARPE
In memory of ADAM KRATOCHWILL
In memory of ADRIANNE CIVELLI
In memory of RANDY HIRSHBERG
In memory of HONEY FRISCHER
In memory of LORRAINE SCHACHT
In memory of PRISCILLA HELLMAN
In memory of IRENE GOULD
In memory of ALLAN MORROW
In memory of MARK HUMPHREY
In honor of RABBI SHARON & RANDI

Terry Shtob
In memory of my beloved parents ABE & DOTTIE SHTOB - lifelong fighters for social justice and compassion

Glenn & Joe Silver-Souza
In honor of their Fifth Wedding Anniversary

Malissa Smith
In memory of my beloved grandmother LILLIAN AARON MILLER
In memory of my beloved grandmother DOROTHEA R. SMITH
In memory of my beloved aunt DOLORES ELLNER

Ilana Snyder
In honor of my dear friends & family, AARI, BARBARA, & SIMON GAINES

Dvorah Stoll
To honor YOLANDA, ANN, PATRICE, ASSAF, & TASHA
    Thank you for your dedication and hard work in making CBST a welcoming “Home” for everyone.
To honor RABBI KLEINBAUM for the Lev Shalom - here’s to a new Siddur and a new journey of learning. Thank you.

Merrill Stone
High Holy Days 5781

Judy Straus
In memory of LILLIAN STRAUS

The Sweet & Hurst Family
In memory of LARRY HURST

Risa Tanania & Anna Silva
In memory of MARIO TANANIA. Forever missed.
Brian M. Teitelbaum
In memory of my parents HILDA & SAMUEL TEITELBAUM

Maurice Toueg
In memory of ELIA S. TOUEG

The Treistman Family
In support of achieving liberty and justice for all.

Curt Wagner
High Holy Days 5781

**Dinny Warkow**
In memory of SEPTEMBER CAROLE FENSTER SOLING, missed by your friends

**Helen Werner**
(2) In loving memory of my parents, CECILLE SILBERSTEIN & IRVING SILBERSTEIN

**David Wine, Michael MacElhenny & Andrea Wine**
In loving memory of BEATRICE WINE
In loving memory of AARON WINE
In loving memory of ERIN MacELHENNY
In loving memory of BERNARD MacELHENNY Jr.

**Judith Zaborowski**
In memory of Family